Cultivating Nationhood In
Imperial Russia The
Periodical Press And The
Formation Of A Modern
Armenian Identity
If you ally infatuation such a referred Cultivating Nationhood In
Imperial Russia The Periodical Press And The Formation Of A Modern
Armenian Identity books that will have the funds for you worth, get the
agreed best seller from us currently from several preferred authors. If
you want to comical books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more
fictions collections are also launched, from best seller to one of the
most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy all books collections Cultivating
Nationhood In Imperial Russia The Periodical Press And The Formation Of
A Modern Armenian Identity that we will unquestionably offer. It is not
re the costs. Its virtually what you infatuation currently. This
Cultivating Nationhood In Imperial Russia The Periodical Press And The
Formation Of A Modern Armenian Identity, as one of the most full of life
sellers here will unconditionally be in the course of the best options to
review.

Cultivating Nationhood in Imperial
Russia Lisa Khachaturian
2018-02-06 Nineteenth-century
Armenia was a zone of competition
between the Persian, Ottoman, and
the Russian Empires. Yet over the
course of the century a new

generation of Armenian
journalists, scholars, and writers
worked to transform their
geographically, socially, and
linguistically fragmented
communities threatened by regional
isolation and dissent, into a
patriotic and nationally
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conscious population. Lisa
Khachaturian seeks to explain how
this profoundly divided society
managed to achieve a common
cultural bond.The national
project that captivated
nineteenth-century Eastern
Armenian intellectuals was a
daunting task, especially since
their efforts were directed in the
Caucasus--a territory known for
its volatile history, its ethnic
heterogeneity, and its linguistic
complexity. Although this
cultural and social maelstrom
was both aggravated and tempered
by the new Russian arena of
economic growth, urban
development, and heightened
technology and communication,
diversity was hardly a recent
phenomenon in the region; it had been
an endemic part of Caucasian
history for centuries. Armenians
were no exception to this. While
the Georgians, bound to their
landed nobility, generally lived
within kingdoms, the Armenians
experienced centuries of forced
resettlement, migration, and
centuries of habitation among
other peoples. Some Armenians had
settled in faraway countries, but
many remained in scattered
colonies within the boundaries of
historic Armenia.This is a study of
the formation of modern Armenian
national consciousness under
Imperial Russian rule. The Tsarist
acquisition of Armenian-populated

territory and consequent efforts
to integrate this territory into
the empire imposed sufficient unity
to provide a basis for a nascent
national movement. The particular
influences of Russian imperial rule
met the Eastern Armenian
communities to create a new
environment for a modern national
revival. This book reviews how
nineteenth-century Armenian
intellectuals discussed and
conceived of the nation through
the formation of the Armenian
press. This is a rare blend of
national culture and
communication networking.
Empires at War Robert Gerwarth
2014-07-03 Empires at War,
1911-1923 offers a new
perspective on the history of the
Great War. It expands the story
of the war both in time and space
to include the violent conflicts
that preceded and followed the
First World War, from the 1911
Italian invasion of Libya to the
massive violence that followed
the collapse of the Ottoman,
Russian, and Austrian empires until
1923. It also presents the war as
a global war of empires rather
than a a European war between
nation-states. This volume tells
the story of the millions of
imperial subjects called upon to
defend their imperial governments'
interest, the theatres of war that
lay far beyond Europe, and the
wartime roles and experiences of
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innumerable peoples from outside
the European continent. Empires at
War covers the broad, global
mobilizations that saw African
solders and Chinese labourers in
the trenches of the Western Front,
Indian troops in Jerusalem, and the
Japanese military occupying Chinese
territory. Finally, the volume
shows how the war set the stage
for the collapse not only of
specific empires, but of the imperial
world order writ large.
Containing Balkan Nationalism
Denis Vovchenko 2016-07-18
Containing Balkan Nationalism
focuses on the implications of the
Bulgarian national movement that
developed in the context of
Ottoman modernization and of
European imperialism in the Near
East. The movement aimed to
achieve the status of an
independent Bulgarian Orthodox
church, removing ethnic Bulgarians
from the jurisdiction of the
Patriarchate of Constantinople.
This independent church status
meant legal and cultural
autonomy within the Islamic
structure of the Ottoman Empire,
which recognized religious
minorities rather than ethnic ones.
Denis Vovchenko shows how
Russian policymakers,
intellectuals, and prelates
worked together with the
Ottoman government, Balkan and
other diplomats, and rival
churches, to contain and defuse

ethnic conflict among Ottoman
Christians through the promotion
of supraethnic religious
institutions and identities. The
envisioned arrangements were often
inspired by modern visions of a
political and cultural union of
Orthodox Slavs and Greeks.
Whether realized or not, they
demonstrated the strength and
flexibility of supranational
identities and institutions on the
eve of the First World War. The
book encourages contemporary
analysts and policymakers to
explore the potential of such
traditional loyalties to defuse
current ethnic tensions and serve
as organic alternatives to generic
models of power-sharing and
federation.
A History of Russia and Its Empire
Kees Boterbloem 2018-06-26 This
concise text provides an
introduction to Russian and
Soviet history from the crowning
of Mikhail Romanov in 1613
through Putin’s current term.
Through a clear chronological
narrative, Boterbloem traces the
political, military, economic,
social, religious, and cultural
developments that led Russia from
an exotic backwater to
superpower stature.
Post-Soviet Armenia Irina
Ghaplanyan 2017-11-01
Following the collapse of the
Soviet Union, Armenia has
struggled to establish itself, with
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a faltering economy, emigration of
the intelligentsia and the weakening
of civil society. This book
explores how a new national elite
has emerged and how it has
constructed a new national
narrative to suit Armenia’s new
circumstances. The book examines
the importance of the NagornoKarabakh conflict with Azerbaijan,
considers the impact of fraught
relations with Turkey and the
impact of relations with other
neighbouring states including
Russia, and discusses the poorlydeveloped role of the very large
Armenian diaspora. Overall, the
book provides a key overview to
understanding the forces shaping
all aspects of present-day
Armenia.
Hrant Dink Tuba Candar
2017-07-05 This is the biography
of Hrant Dink, a Turkish-Armenian
journalist and political activist.
He worked for the democratic
rights of all Turkish citizens,
including the right to speak freely
about the genocide of Anatolia's
Armenians in 1915. As a result of
his activism, Dink was
assassinated by Turkish
nationalists in 2007.As founder
and editor-in-chief of the bilingual
Turkish-Armenian newspaper, Agos,
in 1996, Dink was the first
secular voice of Turkey's silenced
Christian-Armenian minority. He
fought for the democratization of
the Turkish political system. This

was a risky undertaking, in a
country where Armenians live as
closed communities; it was also
unprecedented in Turkey. Dink was
prosecuted three times for
"insulting and denigrating
Turkishness" and ultimately
convicted.The biography is written
as an oral history, and assembles
a mosaic of memories as told by
Dink's family, friends, and
comrades. Dink's own "voice," in
the form of his writings, is also
included. Originally published in
Turkey, it is now available for an
English-speaking audience on the
100th anniversary of the Armenian
genocide.
Armenia and Imperial Decline George
Bournoutian 2018-05-15 This
book seeks, for the first time, to
examine the demography and the
social and economic conditions in
the Yerevan Province during the
first decade of the twentieth
century, before the great changes
that occurred during World War
I and the seven decades of Soviet
rule. Unlike in Tiflis and Baku, the
Armenian inhabitants of the
Yerevan Province were
overwhelmingly peasants. They did
not play a major role in the
political, intellectual or
economic life of the South
Caucasus. The aim of the book is
to prove conclusively that the
Armenians of the Yerevan Province
not only benefited from living under
the umbrella of imperial security,
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but, as junior and senior officials,
they also acquired important
administrative and professional
skills. The social and economic
changes of the last decade of
Russian rule enabled the local
Armenians to advance and,
following the collapse of the
Russian Empire, to occupy posts
previously held by Russians. Thus,
despite the absence of their most
talented individuals and the lack
of experienced political leaders, as
well as the loss of half their
territory to Turkish attacks in
1918, the local Armenian
administration, in the face of
terrible conditions and great odds,
provided the foundation which
allowed the Armenian Republic to
maintain its independence until
December of 1920. In fact, some of
the survivors would assist in the
modernization and nation building
of Soviet Armenia. Providing a
detailed overview of the history
of the Yerevan Province in the late
imperial age, this book will be a
valuable resource for students
and scholars interested in the
History of Armenia, the Russian
Empire and the Caucasus.
Roving Revolutionaries Houri
Berberian 2019-04-16 "This book
is a study of the three contiguous
and overlapping revolutions,
Russian (1905), Ottoman
(1908), and Iranian
(1905-1911), through the lens of
Armenian revolutionaries whose

movements within and across these
frontiers contributed to
connecting the struggles as well
as illuminating their study. It seeks
to explore the interconnectivity
of the Russian, Ottoman, and
Iranian revolutions in several
ways that interweave global and
local. First, the study advocates
a novel approach to the three
revolutions, previously studied in
isolation and, to a lesser degree, in
comparison, that draws on a
"connected histories" approach
through an archivally grounded
analysis of the circulation of
revolutionaries, ideas, and print.
The protagonists of this analysis
are the roving Armenian
revolutionaries and intellectuals
who, because of their participation
in all three revolutions, their
border-crossings within the region
and beyond, their adoption and
interpretation of and adaptation
to such influential and global
ideologies as constitutionalism,
federalism, and socialism become
ideal subjects for a retelling of
the complex story of the
revolutions--a story of
revolutionary linkages, of local
and regional actors with global
ties to big ideas. The book also
aims to view the revolutions not
only within their local and
regional milieus but to view them
as part of the global context.
This approach takes into
consideration the interplay of
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"facts on the ground," that is,
phenomena particular to the
region, with larger historical
processes, such as revolutions in
communication, transportation,
and ideology that had deep and
wide-ranging ramifications across
the world"--Provided by publisher.
Armenian Organization and
Ideology Under Ottoman Rule
Dikran Kaligian 2017-09-08 This
book provides a comprehensive
picture of Armeno-Turkish
relations for the brief period of
Ottoman Constitutional rule
between 1908 and 1914. Kaligian
integrates internal documents of
the Armenian Revolutionary
Federation, and existing research
on the last years of the empire, as
well as the archives of the British,
American, and German diplomatic
corps. By reducing the
overemphasis on central
government policies and by
describing unofficial contacts,
political relations, and provincial
administration and conditions,
Kaligian provides a unified account
of this key period in Ottoman
history. Kaligian sets out to
resolve many of the conflicting
conclusions in the current
historiography-including the most
central issue, the Armenian
Revolutionary Federation
relations with the Turkish
Committee of Union and Progress.
It is impossible to obtain a true
picture of Armeno-Turkish

relations without an accurate
analysis of their two leading
parties. This study finds that the
ARF was torn between maintaining
relations with a CUP that had
failed to implement promised
reforms and was doing little to
prevent increasing attacks on the
Armenian population, or break off
relations thus ending any realistic
chance for the constitutional
system to succeed. The party
continued to stake its reputation
and resources on the success of
constitutional government even
after the trauma of the 1909
Adana massacres. The decisive
issue was the failure of land
reform. This book sets the record
straight in terms of understanding
Armeno-Turkish relations during
this short but pivotal period.
Kaligian's study, the first of its
kind, shows that the party's
internal deliberations support the
conclusion that it did remain
loyal and contradicts the view
that the party's only aim was to
incite a rebellion against Ottoman
rule. The author has done an
excellent job of leading the reader
through this rich history, using
primary source information to
bridge the gaps from theory, to
analysis, to evidence.
The Political Economy of Human
Rights in Armenia Simon Payaslian
2011-06-30 Since its independence
from the Soviet Union in 1991,
Armenia has experienced a reversal
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from democratization to a Sovietstyle authoritarian regime and has
been accused of repressive
approaches to human rights. Here,
Simon Payaslian juxtaposes a
masterful survey of the history
of the Armenian people from the
nineteenth century through the
first republic (1918-21) and
Sovietization to the present, with
the evolution of international
human rights standards, and
argues that a statist and
authoritarian political culture
has impeded political liberalization
and institutionalization of human
rights principles. Highlighting the
clash between sovereignty on one
side and human rights and
democracy on the other, this
comprehensive and in-depth
analysis is essential for all those
interested in human rights,
democratization, political
repression and the former Soviet
republics.
Dissertation Abstracts
International 2008
Cultivating Nationhood in Imperial
Russia Lisa Khachaturian 2005
Armenian Philology in the Modern
Era 2014-06-06 Armenian
Philology in the Modern Era: From
Manuscripts to the Digital Text
provides an overview of the main
achievements of philology when
applied to Armenian sources and on
the methodological approaches
implemented in this field up to the
present.

New Russian Nationalism Pal
Kolsto 2016-03-24 Traces
Russia's transforming nationalism,
from imperialism, through
ethnocentrism and migration
phobia, to territorial expansion.
This title was made Open Access
by libraries from around the world
through Knowledge Unlatched.
Russia Before and After Crimea
Pal Kolsto 2017-12-04 Russia's
annexation of Crimea in 2014
brought East - West relations to
a low. But, by selling the
annexation in starkly nationalist
terms to grassroots
nationalists, Putin's popularity
reached record heights. This
volume examines the interactions
and tensions between state and
societal nationalisms before and
after the annexation.
Homo Imperii Marina Mogilner
2020-04-01 It is widely assumed
that the "nonclassical" nature of
the Russian empire and its equally
"nonclassical" modernity made
Russian intellectuals immune to
the racial obsessions of Western
Europe and the United States.
Homo Imperii corrects this
perception by offering the first
scholarly history of racial
science in prerevolutionary Russia
and the early Soviet Union. Marina
Mogilner places this story in the
context of imperial selfmodernization, political and
cultural debates of the epoch,
different reformist and
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revolutionary trends, and the
growing challenge of modern
nationalism. By focusing on the
competing centers of race science in
different cities and regions of the
empire, Homo Imperii introduces to
English-language scholars the
institutional nexus of racial
science in Russia that exhibits the
influence of imperial strategic
relativism. Reminiscent of the work
of anthropologists of empire such
as Ann Stoler and Benedict
Anderson, Homo Imperii reveals the
complex imperial dynamics of
Russian physical anthropology
and contributes an important
comparative perspective from
which to understand the emergence
of racial science in nineteenth- and
twentieth-century Europe and
America.
Knowledge and Acknowledgement in
the Politics of Memory of the
Armenian Genocide Vahagn Avedian
2018-10-08 Is the Armenian
Genocide a strictly historical
matter? If that is the case, why is
it still a topical issue, capable of
causing diplomatic rows and
heated debates? The short answer
would be that the century old
Armenian Genocide is much more
than a historical question. It
emerged as a political dilemma on
the international arena at the San
Stefano peace conference in 1878
and has remained as such into our
days. The disparity between
knowledge and acknowledgement,

mainly ascribable to Turkey’s
official denial of the genocide, has
only heightened the politicization
of the Armenian question. Thus,
the memories of the WWI era refuse
to be relegated to the pages of
history but are rather perceived as
a vivid presence. This is the result
of the perpetual process of
politics of memory. The politics of
memory is an intricate and
interdisciplinary negotiation,
engaging many different actors in
the society who have access to a
wide range of resources and
measures in order to achieve their
goals. By following the Armenian
question during the past century
up to its Centennial
Commemoration in 2015, this
study aims to explain why and
how the politics of memory of the
Armenian Genocide has kept it as a
topical issue in our days.
The British National Bibliography
Arthur James Wells 2009
Publishing in Tsarist Russia Yukiko
Tatsumi 2020-02-20 According
to Benedict Anderson, the rapid
expansion of print media during the
late-1700s popularised national
history and standardised national
languages, thus helping create
nation-states and national
identities at the expense of the old
empires. Publishing in Tsarist
Russia challenges this theory and,
by examining the history of Russian
publishing through a
transnational lens, reveals how
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the popular press played an
important and complex Imperial
role, while providing a “soft
infrastructure” which the subjects
could access to change Imperial
order. As this volume convincingly
argues, this is because the Russian
language at this time was a lingua
franca; it crossed borders and
boundaries, reaching speakers of
varying nationalities. Russian
publications, then, were able to
effectively operate within the
structure of Imperialism but as a
public space, they went beyond the
control of the Tsar and ethnic
Russians. This exciting
international team of scholars
provide a much-needed, fresh take
on the history of Russian
publishing and contribute
significantly to our understanding
of print media, language and empire
from the 18th to 20th centuries.
Publishing in Tsarist Russia is
therefore a vital resource for
scholars of Russian history,
comparative nationalism, and
publishing studies.
Modern Armenia Gerard Libaridian
2017-07-28 Modern Armenia
reviews Armenian politics and
political thinking from the midnineteenth century to the present,
and the evolution of Armenians
from peoplehood to statehood.
Written by a key governmental
advisor in the early years of
Armenian independence, this book
analyzes the internal dynamics of

the revolutionary movement, the
genocide, the Armenian Diaspora,
its recovered statehood and
recent independence, as well as the
relationship of these developments
to processes in the
Ottoman/Turkish, Russian, and
Western states. It also explores
current dilemmas and future
choices independent Armenia faces
today.Libaridian concludes with
an overview of Armenia and
Armenians during the past two
decades, including the rebirth of
independent Armenia, its foreign and
security policy options, its
position within the region, and its
relations with the Diaspora.
Fascinating and timely, Modern
Armenia will be of interest to
students and scholars of Armenian
history, independence movements,
the dissolution of the Soviet
empire, foreign relations, and
political science.
Window on the East Robert Geraci
2018-10-18 Robert Geraci
presents an exceptionally original
account of both the politics and
the lived experience of diversity in
a society whose ethnic complexity
has long been downplayed. For
centuries, Russians have defined
their country as both a
multinational empire and a
homogeneous nation-state in the
making, and have alternately
embraced and repudiated the East
or Asia as fundamental to
Russia's identity. The author
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argues that the city of Kazan, in
the middle Volga region, was the
chief nineteenth-century site for
mediating this troubled and
paradoxical relationship with the
East, much as St. Petersburg had
served as Russia's window on
Europe a century earlier. He shows
how Russians sought through
science, religion, pedagogy, and
politics to understand and
promote the Russification of
ethnic minorities in the East, as
well as to define themselves. Vivid
in narrative detail, meticulously
argued, and peopled by a colorful
cast including missionaries,
bishops, peasants, mullahs,
professors, teachers, students,
linguists, orientalists,
archeologists, and state
officials, Window on the East
uses previously untapped archival
and published materials to describe
the creation (sometimes
intentional, sometimes
unintentional) of intermediate and
new forms of Russianness.
The Cambridge History of Russia:
Volume 1, From Early Rus' to
1689
Nationalism, Myth, and the State
in Russia and Serbia Veljko Vuja I
2015-03-26 This book examines
the role of Russian and Serbian
nationalism in dissolution of the
Soviet Union and Yugoslavia in
1991.
Imperial Russia's Muslims Mustafa
Tuna 2015-06-04 Investigates

the entangled transformations of
Russia's Muslim communities from
the late eighteenth century
through to the First World War.
Drawing from a wealth of Russian
and Turkish sources, Mustafa
Tuna surveys the transformation
of Imperial Russia's oldest Muslim
community: the Volga-Ural
Muslims.
The End of Tsarist Russia Dominic
Lieven 2015-08-18 An Economist
Best Book of the Year A Financial
Times Best Book of the Year
Winner of the the Pushkin House
Russian Book Prize Finalist for the
Lionel Gelber Prize An Amazon Best
Book of the Month (History) One
of the world’s leading scholars
offers a fresh interpretation of the
linked origins of World War I and
the Russian Revolution "Lieven has
a double gift: first, for harvesting
details to convey the essence of
an era and, second, for finding new,
startling, and clarifying elements
in familiar stories. This is history
with a heartbeat, and it could not
be more engrossing."—Foreign
Affairs World War I and the
Russian Revolution together
shaped the twentieth century in
profound ways. In The End of
Tsarist Russia, acclaimed scholar
Dominic Lieven connects for the
first time the two events,
providing both a history of the
First World War’s origins from a
Russian perspective and an
international history of why the
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revolution happened. Based on
exhaustive work in seven Russian
archives as well as many nonRussian sources, Dominic Lieven’s
work is about far more than just
Russia. By placing the crisis of
empire at its core, Lieven links
World War I to the sweep of
twentieth-century global history.
He shows how contemporary hot
issues such as the struggle for
Ukraine were already crucial
elements in the run-up to 1914. By
incorporating into his book new
approaches and comparisons,
Lieven tells the story of war and
revolution in a way that is truly
original and thought-provoking.
Crisis in Russian Studies?
Nationalism (Imperialism), Racism
and War Taras Kuzio
2020-12-02 The goal of this
book is to launch a discussion of
the crisis in Russian studies
following the 2014 European
crisis and Russian-Ukrainian war
which has yet to be acknowledged
by historians and political
scientists in Russian and Eurasian
studies. The book analyses the
crisis through five perspectives.
The first is how Western
historians continue to include
Ukrainians within an imperial
history of 'Russia' which denies
Ukrainians a separate history. The
second perspective is to counter
the common narrative of Crimea as
'always' having been 'Russian'
which denies that Tatars are the

indigenous people of Crimea - not
Russians. The third perspective
focuses on academic orientalist
approaches to writing about
Ukraine and the Russian-Ukrainian
war. The fourth perspective
downplays Russian nationalism
(imperialism) in Vladimir Putin's
Russia and completely ignores the
revival of Tsarist and White
e migre Russian nationalism that
denies the existence of Ukraine and
Ukrainians. Meanwhile, academic
orientalism exaggerates the
influence of Ukrainian nationalism
in post-Euromaidan Ukraine. The
fifth perspective counters the
claim of Putinversteher (PutinUnderstander) scholars of a 'civil
war' taking place in Ukraine
through extensive evidence of
Russian military aggression and
imperialism. Finally, these five
factors taken together show
Russian studies will be unable to
escape its crisis if it cannot come
to understand how the source of
the Russian-Ukrainian war lies in
Russian national identity and its
attitudes towards Ukraine and
Ukrainians and why therefore the
chances for peace are slim.
Looking Toward Ararat Ronald
Grigor Suny 1993 As a new
independent Republic of Armenia is
established among the ruins of the
Soviet Union, Armenians are
rethinking their history--the
processes by which they arrived at
statehood in a small part of their
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historic homeland, and the
definitions they might give to
boundaries of their nation. Both a
victim and a beneficiary of rival
empires, Armenia experienced a
complex evolution as a divided or
an erased polity with a widespread
diaspora. Ronald Grigor Suny
traces the cultural and social
transformations and interventions
that created a new sense of
Armenian nationality in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
Perceptions of antiquity and
uniqueness combined in the popular
imagination with the experiences of
dispersion, genocide, and
regeneration to forge an Armenian
nation in Transcaucasia. Suny
shows that while the limits of
Armenia at times excluded the
diaspora, now, at a time of state
renewal, the boundaries have been
expanded to include Armenians who
live beyond the borders of the
republic.
Historical Dictionary of Armenia
Rouben Paul Adalian 2010-05-13
The second edition of the
Historical Dictionary of Armenia
relates the turbulent past of this
persistent country through a
chronology, an introductory
essay, a bibliography, and over
200 cross-referenced dictionary
entries on significant persons,
events, places, organizations, and
other aspects of Armenian history
from the earliest times to the
present.

A State of Nations Ronald Grigor
Suny 2001-11-29 This collected
volume, edited by Ron Suny and
Terry Martin, shows how the
Soviet state managed to create a
multiethnic empire in its early
years, from the end of the Russian
Revolution to the end of World
War II. Bringing together the
newest research on a wide
geographic range, from Russia to
Central Asia, this volume is
essential reading for students and
scholars of Soviet history and
politics.
The East-West Discourse
Alexander Maxwell 2011 This
volume examines East-West
rhetoric in several different
historical contexts, seeking to
problematise its implicit
assumptions and analyse its
consequences.
The Grandchildren Ayse Gul
Altinay 2017-07-12 The
Grandchildren is a collection of
intimate, harrowing testimonies by
grandchildren and greatgrandchildren of Turkey's
"forgotten Armenians"—the
orphans adopted and Islamized by
Muslims after the Armenian
genocide. Through them we learn of
the tortuous routes by which
they came to terms with the
painful stories of their
grandparents and their own
identity. The postscript offers a
historical overview of the silence
about Islamized Armenians in most
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histories of the genocide. When
Fethiye cetin first published her
groundbreaking memoir in Turkey,
My Grandmother, she spoke of her
grandmother's hidden Armenian
identity. The book sparked a
conversation among Turks about
the fate of the Ottoman Armenians
in Anatolia in 1915. This resulted
in an explosion of debate on
Islamized Armenians and their
legacy in contemporary Muslim
families. The Grandchildren
(translated from Turkish) is a
follow-up to My Grandmother,
and is an important contribution
to understanding survival during
atrocity. As witnesses to a dark
chapter of history, the
grandchildren of these survivors
cast new light on the workings of
memory in coming to terms with
difficult pasts.
Istanbul Exchanges Mary Roberts
2015-03-21 "A vibrant artistic
milieu emerged in the late-nineteenth
century Istanbul that was
extremely heterogeneous, including
Ottoman, Ottoman-Armenian,
French, Italian, British, Polish and
Ottoman-Greek artists. Roberts
analyzes the ways artistic
output intersected with the
broader political agenda of a
modernizing Ottoman state. She
draws on extensive original
research, bringing together sources
in Turkey, England, France, Italy,
Armenia, Poland and Denmark. Five
chapters each address a

particular issue related to
transcultural exchange across
the east-west divide that is
focused on a particular case
study of art, artistic patronage,
and art exhibitions in nineteenthcentury Istanbul"--Provided by
publisher.
Recipes for Russia Alison Karen
Smith 2008 At the height of its
imperial power, Russia suffered a
gastronomical identity crisis.
Smith traces the quest for a
national cuisine in the activities of
agricultural societies seeking
changes in farming, in the scientific
or pseudoscientific texts of
doctors and ethnographers, in
writings about cooking, and in a
multitude of cookbooks. This
study shows how the authority
to control food production
devolved from the state and
landowners to women, in
particular, housewives.
The Affirmative Action Empire
Terry Dean Martin 2001 This text
provides a survey of the Soviet
management of the nationalities
question. It traces the conflicts
and tensions created by the
geographic definition of national
territories, the establishment of
several official national
languages and the world's first
mass "affirmative action"
programmes.
The Armenian Revolutionary
Movement Louise Nalbandian 1963
The Faces of Contemporary
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Russian Nationalism John B. Dunlop
2014-07-14 In contrast to the
substantial output of Western
works on the revival of
nationalism among the nonRussians in the USSR, the critical
phenomenon of Russian nationalism
has been little studied in the West.
Here John B. Dunlop measures the
strength and political viability of
a movement that has been steadily
growing since the mid-1960s and
that may well eventually become
the ruling ideology of the state.
Professor Dunlop's comprehensive
discussion depicts for the Western
reader the gamut of Russian
nationalism from Solzhenitsyn to
the vehement National Bolsheviks.
Originally published in 1984. The
Princeton Legacy Library uses the
latest print-on-demand
technology to again make
available previously out-of-print
books from the distinguished
backlist of Princeton University
Press. These editions preserve the
original texts of these important
books while presenting them in
durable paperback and hardcover
editions. The goal of the Princeton
Legacy Library is to vastly
increase access to the rich
scholarly heritage found in the
thousands of books published by
Princeton University Press since
its founding in 1905.
The Indigenous Lens? Markus Ritter
2017-12-18 The historiography
of early photography has

scarcely examined Islamic
countries in the Near and Middle
East, although the new technique
was adopted very quickly there by
the 1840s. Which regional, local,
and global aspects can be made
evident? What role did
autochthonous image and art
traditions have, and which specific
functions did photography meet
since its introduction? This
collective volume deals with
examples from Iran, the Ottoman
Empire, and the Arab lands and
with the question of local
specifics, or an „indigenous lens."
The contributions broach the
issues of regional histories of
photography, local
photographers, specific themes and
practices, and historical
collections in these countries.
They offer, for the first time in
book form, a cross-section
through a developing field of the
history of photography.
Choice 2009
The New Russian Nationalism P l
Kolst 2017-08 Assessing the
transformation of Russian
nationalist discourse in the 21st
century Russian nationalism,
previously dominated by 'imperial'
tendencies - pride in a large, strong
and multi-ethnic state able to
project its influence abroad - is
increasingly focused on ethnic
issues. This new ethno-nationalism
has come in various guises, like
racism and xenophobia, but also in
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a new intellectual movement of
'national democracy' deliberately
seeking to emulate conservative
West European nationalism.
Russia's annexation of Crimea in
2014 and the subsequent violent
conflict in Eastern Ukraine
utterly transformed the
nationalist discourse in Russia.
This book provides an up-to-date
survey of Russian nationalism as
a political, social and
intellectual phenomenon by leading
Western and Russian experts in the
field of nationalism studies. It
includes case studies on
migrantophobia; the relationship
between nationalism and religion;
nationalism in the media;
nationalism and national identity
in economic policy; nationalism in
the strategy of the Putin regime as
well as a survey-based study of
nationalism in public opinion.
Sacred Justice Marian Mesrobian
MacCurdy 2017-10-23 Sacred
Justice is a cross-genre book that
uses narrative, memoir, unpublished
letters, and other primary and
secondary sources to tell the
story of a group of Armenian men
who organized Operation Nemesis,
a covert operation created to
assassinate the Turkish architects

of the Armenian Genocide. The
leaders of Operation Nemesis took
it upon themselves to seek justice
for their murdered families, friends,
and compatriots. Sacred Justice
includes a large collection of
previously unpublished letters,
found in the upstairs study of the
author's grandfather, Aaron
Sachaklian, one of the leaders of
Nemesis, that show the strategies,
personalities, plans, and dedication
of Soghomon Tehlirian, who killed
Talaat Pasha, a genocide leader;
Shahan Natalie, the agent on the
ground in Europe; Armen Garo, the
center of Operation Nemesis;
Aaron Sachaklian, the logistics
and finance officer; and others
involved with Nemesis. Marian
Mesrobian MacCurdy tells a
story that has been either hidden
by the necessity of silence or
ignored in spite of victims'
narratives—the story of those
who attempted to seek justice for
the victims of genocide and the
effect this effort had on them and
on their families. Ultimately, this
volume reveals how the
narratives of resistance and
trauma can play out in the next
generation and how this resistance
can promote resilience.
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